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that Germany was morally isolated. The assertion of the existence
of German democracy was necessary if the international position
was to be tolerable. In addition to that, doubt was creeping into
the minds of the democratic leaders, notably into those of the
very shrewd leaders of the Centrum with their close contacts
with opinion in other lands. The final result was the famous
peace resolution which was carried (July 19, 1917) in the Reichs-
tag on the motion of the Majority Socialists, Progressives, and
the Centrum, who in that act formally consecrated a political
association that was later on to have decisive effect.
The passing of the resolution ought to have been a claim to
power, for those parties had a paper majority in the Reichstag.
It never was because the democratic parties were not only ready
to maintain the regime if it would only be a little more tender
of their susceptibilities, but had no real intention even of accepting
power if the government offered it with both hands. Their
leaders were unpractised in political realities, and the peace
resolution led the German democrats into a cul-de-sac. Not only
in Allied countries was it interpreted quite wrongly as a sign of
weakness and weariness; it was so interpreted in Germany,
where it created a definite opposition between the democratic
parties and the regime such as had not existed before, and where
it reinforced all the gloom of the pessimists and the courage of
those pessimists regarding the war who, in their own new cause
of peace by revolution if need be, were becoming optimistic.
The political aims of the resolution which proclaimed that the
German aim was a peace of understanding, were extremely
hazy, and its whole history convinced a number of doubters,
and these not all uninfluential doubters, that the cause of peace
and the cause of revolution were one. The more dangerous of
the two defeatist currents, the negative, was greatly strengthened,
and the official parliamentary opposition took fresh courage.
From that moment the ranks of the Independents began steadily
to fill up.
It is impossible to go into the details of a confused political
struggle, in which the aims of the protagonists were in singular
confusion and blended a desire to make political capital out of

